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Thank you for taking the time to look at the Ultra Start product line. Ultra Start has a long history in remote
starters. Our development team has a combined total of over 100 years in the remote starter/security industry.
Ultra Start offers innovative forward-thinking technology and is completely designed, engineered, and field tested in North
America.
What is i-Series?
Ultra Start i-Series is the most technically advanced and feature-rich modular remote starter system in the industry. With a wide
variety of transmitter options, Ultra Start offers an innovative line of remote car starter, security, and keyless entry products that
allow seamless integration with today’s vehicles. New Data Integration technology also allows the dealer more options to
compete in this price-sensitive industry.
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How does i-Series work?
Ultra Start i-Series is a complete modular platform. One control module does everything you need. The IC4 can be a
Remote Starter/Security Combo, Remote Starter, Alarm, or Keyless Entry.
1.
Start with an IC4 4-in-1 control module.
2.
Pick your harness (Universal harness or T-Harness).
3.
Choose your remote (1-Way, 2-Way, and/or Smartphone Control).
4.
Choose your bypass module (Ultra Start is compatible with iData, Fortin, and Directed).
5.
Choose any add-ons (High Current Relay Pack and/or Security Kit).
Ultra Start i-Series is that easy!
How does i-Series benefit me and my business?
Ultra Start i-Series is the most versatile remote starter/security solution available. Our powerful, easy to install, 4-in-1 control
module does it all; Remote Starter/Security, Remote Starter, Stand-alone Security, or Keyless Entry, which means you always
have the right product on the shelf. i-Series allows Dealers the ability to minimize their inventory and maximize their profits.
Don’t pay for what you don’t need. Purchasing Relay Packs and Harnesses separately ensure you only pay for what you need.
Most new vehicles have low current ignition systems and do not require the High Current Relay Pack. With most other remote
starter brands you are paying for on-board relays with every kit. If you are using T-Harness solutions, you don’t need to buy
a Universal Harness with the system. Why end up with a box of harnesses sitting in a corner of your shop at the end of the
season? Again, don’t pay for what you don’t need! With Ultra Start i-Series, statistics show dealers have increased their profit
margins in the remote starter category by up to as much as 22%! Stock less inventory and still have full vehicle coverage.
Talk to us today about how Ultra Start i-Series can increase your profits today!

www.UltraStarters.com

